
Provide the care your patients need—prevent the authorization denials you don’t. 
Reduce the burden on your patient access staff by automating prior authorizations.

Automate prior authorizations with our  
end-to-end, tech-enabled services for all payers 
and all service lines.
 
The days of resource-draining, inefficient prior authorization 
processes are gone. With AccuReg Authorization Manager, your 
staff can focus on serving patients and stop spending hours 
waiting on payer responses and manually searching for the 
documentation required to avoid denied claims. 

Our complete all-payer, all-service solution will identify when 
authorization is needed, facilitate submission and retrieve payer 
authorization response—so your net patient revenue is not lost 
to bad debt, costly denials and account collections.

Avoid authorization denials and appeals.  
Expedite patient care. Increase net revenue.
 
AccuReg Authorization Manager combines technology and 
services to solve the authorization challenges hospitals face. 
Powered by the AccuReg market-leading intelligent rules engine, 
our technology adapts to ever-changing payer requirements to: 

• Detect authorization and pre-certification requirements, 
specific to all payers, services and procedures 

• Identify payer and need using intelligent procedure-level 
benefit validation

• Facilitate submission and complete retrieval using 
automation and tech-enabled services

AccuReg offers full-service, tech-enabled services from our 
U.S.-based service center. Our authorization professionals work 
with AccuReg Authorization Manager software, the payers and 
your team, in real time, to complete the authorization process. 
Whether you’re looking for software, a technology-enabled 
service or fully outsourced authorization solution, AccuReg has 
a model to fit your prior authorization needs that will increase 
your net revenue.

Features
• End-to-End Solution to Identify, Submit and 

Retrieve
• Tech-Enabled Service Tailored to Each Hospital
• All Payer, All Service Coverage
• Monthly Review and Analysis of Claim and 

Remit Files
• Seamless User Experience and Workflow
• Intelligent Rules Engine 
• Procedure Code Change Auditing 
• Real-Time Alerts with Resolution Instructions 
• Notice of Admissions 
• U.S.-Based Authorization Experts 

Outcomes
• Increase Net Patient Revenue 
• Expedite Patient Care 
• Prevent No-Authorization Denials 
• Avoid Retroactive Authorization Appeals 
• Identify Denials Patterns to Avoid Future Denials
• Reduce Labor Costs 
• Catch Denials Post-Service 
• Increase Patient Satisfaction

“I can’t thank you and your team enough for the 
support, dedication, and follow-through each one 
of you take! This truly says a lot about AccuReg 
as well as their vision and values.”
 

Jeff Darling, Director of Admissions 
Oneida Healthcare

Authorization Manager
 

Identify. Submit. Retrieve.
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